
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008 12:56 AM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Professor Ben Singer; 

Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-
Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; 
Senator@McCain.senate.gov; Rush Limbaugh; Diana Henriques - journalist New 

York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; 
John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan Office of the Israeli Defense 

Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Sarah Sim - Prince News, 
Princeton University; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; 
United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: WOULDNT THIS BE A GOOD TIME FOR CHINA AND RUSSIA TO COME 
TOGETHER? - RE: Check out my CustomInk design "just3ants" 

 
Adam. 
 

A movie first requires an idea. 
 

How about finding a guy like Hitler, but who would finance such a comedian, so out 
of shape he could barely raise his arm? 

 
Do you remember me telling you how the DAAC which is the acronym for De Beers 
Anglo American Cartel get to see each and every Wall-47th Street deal and of 

course every movie worth talking about that costs them absolutely nothing to 
produce? 

 
Would you say Nicholas Cage is good looking enough to be an actor that De Beers 
could live with? 

 
If you mentioned to Nicholas’ uncle who is a major movie director that you think 

Nicolas who once dated The King’s daughter would be the perfect person to depict a 
Wall Streeter changing into a Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter all the 
while “talking dirty”, and the next scene is on an airplane where you see the leader 

of an Israeli “hit squad” walking down the isle of an airplane and then seats himself 
behind a Black Hatter, would that all possibly lead to Nicholas agreeing, free of 

charge, to wear one of these t-shirts? 
 
Do you also recall in SPIelberg’s movie what looked like American CIA interfering 

with an important “hit”? 
 

Do you also recall SPIelberg in his 5 minute introduction to this 2005 movie-
documentary-drama mentioning, “You should make no mistake that I am not 
attacking Israel with this film” and then immediately goes on to emphasize his 

point about not attacking Israel, “in no way shape or form am I doing that.”  
 

Wouldn’t you say that by making such a big deal about “not attacking Israel” Mr. 
SPIelberg is in fact drawing attention to the fact that the United States 



Government, totally bought and paid for by De Beers, has never been a “friend” of 
the Jewish State and which would explain a number of things including the Navy 

Swastika shaped building on Coronado Island, construction beginning in 1967, the 
year in which Israel used French Mirage Jets to brutally attack the defenseless USS 

Liberty spy ship placed in “harms way” by Senator McCain’s father? 
 
BTW, when you start wearing the t-shirts which I guess have to be produced even if 

it is only the one you are wearing and a handful or “tTOo” [sic] you are carrying 
around, and people ask you what www.just3ants.com is all about, and let’s say you 

come up with something meaningful, how would you be able to assess whether this 
is all a good return on your investment including time which you would know from 
Economics 101A requires one to look at the “opportunity cost”, i.e. the cost of the 

next best alternative? 
 

For example what would it take to get Stephen SPIelberg’s one attorney, Ms. 
Melanie Gurvitz Esq. to call up Nicholas Cage’s uncle and tell this major movie 
director who now has his own brand of wine, Coppola that you want to play 

Nicholas in the movie, The Diamond Invention written by Hollywood blockbuster 
author, Edward Jay Epstein? 

 
Again in the words of SPIelberg, “This is a very very tough subject and we 

have decided to approach it honestly and unsparingly.” 
 
So now place yourself in the shoes of a De Beers top executive who doesn’t have to 

worry about his credit card debt, mortgage or rent payment and most of all that SO 
VERY IMPORTANT credit rating score, couldn’t you act not only so very concerned 

about all the ills of the world and at the same time be so very generous with your 
ill-gotten gains knowing that there is not even the remotest possibility of spending 
a single night in jail without first bringing down the entire western world’s house of 

cards. 
 

Israel gains nothing from the United States that looks from the outside very 
together but from the inside very broke, being forced to once again used its nuclear 
weapons on a civilian population including an attack by the US military on the 

mainland of the United States. 
 

Have you also forgotten that you have pretty much finished with my assistance of 
course the analysis of the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that most 
people with just one single neuron firing right in the space between their ears would 

agree has been confirmed by both Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad 
who both understand that American intelligence also understand the far reaching 

implications beginning with how it is possible to win an everlasting peace which of 
course is war to those who profit from war but who are so easy to identify, 
beginning with all those who choose to go “deafeningly silent” with me, someone 

who may not be the greatest non-fiction writer, but has more credibility than at 
least anyone else you know? 

 



Continuing on with Mr. SPIelberg’s 5 minute 100 mile per hour introduction that he 
wanted to do like he wanted a Mossad bullet fired in to the back of his head, 

 
 “This film is an attempt to look at policies that Israel shares with the 

rest of the world and to understand why a country feels that its best 
defense against a certain kind of violence is counter violence, and we 
try to understand this as filmmakers, through empathy because that 

is what you do, you extend empathy in every single direction because 
you can’t understand the human motivation without empathy.” 

 
Money comes in to play in everything and yet the only thing related to money in 
MUNIch apart from it can found in the title is the exorbitant amount of money that 

SPIelberg maintains changes hands between Mossad operatives tasked with killing 
enemies of Israel, without US Congressional approval, and Mossad agents tasked 

with gathering intelligence for the “hit squads” to do their jobs without 
“interference”. 
 

Continuing with Mr. SPIelberg’s introduction, “This movie is not an argument for 
non response.” 

 
You have noticed all the people who are very “engaging” with me but the instant I 

point them in the direction of The Diamond Invention or the ingenious Israeli 
Military Intelligence report they either go “deafeningly silent” or when responding 
say something along the lines of “Thank you for the note” which is what Professor 

Ben Singer did. 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20bsinger-
workproduct.pdf 
 

Can you explain what it is exactly you think I would get out of watching the movie 
Lord of War, apart from being entertained? 

 
You do notice that you choose like everyone, what to pursue aggressively and not 
what to pursue but why tell me since I am not looking to date you? 

 
Have you tried reaching my “close friend” Deborah “Aggressive” Sturman Esquire 

who was the catalyst in getting the multi-billion dollar settlement out of remnants 
of the Nazi Germany military machine, all approved of course by De Beers who 
were happy once again to promote the use of worthless-fictitious De Beers-US 

Dollars. 
 

You of course understand perfectly well the deal that was “clinched” at the turn of 
the last century when the corrupt United States Congress approved American banks 
led by J.P. Morgan financing De Beers, the counterfeiters of counterfeiters who are 

also the best at brainwashing propaganda beginning with, “A Diamond is Forever-A 
Girl’s Best Friend”. 

 



Do you understand why it is that you are not “convincing” beginning with explaining 
to those seeing you wearing a t-shirt why they should support all mineral drilling 

rights being revoked without a lawyer anywhere in the world able to make a 
convincing argument other than there are “sum” [sic] good things about pirates, 

beginning with how at least one member of the US Supreme Court can very 
possibly remember enjoying one rendition of the Pirates of Penzance.” 
 

Since we have all the time in the world why don’t we now poll freshmen at 
Princeton University to vote “yes” or “no” on whether they think the United States 

with military bases on some 130 of the 190 countries is a pirate of the Nth degree 
and for those who answer “No” to be asked why they think their fellow freshmen 
from 1938 voted Hitler as the greatest living human being and Einstein second? 

 
Lets now come back to those 4 digits 1421 which when added or multiplied result in 

the same number 8 that when rotated 90 degrees looks a lot like the infinity sign 
and there are “sum” [sic] of us who are quite convinced that we are, right now in 
the year 2008, in the middle of the “twist”, that may coincide with a much delayed 

“polar reversal” where the north and south poles change. 
 

Change is inevitable and when choosing change one always increases the odds of 
success, proven in mathematical terms by Marilyn Vos Savant considered the 

smartest person in the world. 
 
What do you think President George W. Bush and his closest advisors are doing at 

this late hour apart from not getting a restful night’s sleep as well as of course 
anxiously awaiting you modeling t-shirts? 

  
That US satellite that is expected to be blown to smithereens prior to causing any 
damage on the surface of the earth would be “tit for tat” given how this is exactly 

what the Chinese did not so long ago that caused quite the “uproar” here in the 
U.S. 

 
Wouldn’t this be a good time for China and Russia to come together even though 
most of us westerners are quite convinced Russia is a rogue nation run by former 

KGB thugs? 
 

Russia, has, however, questioned the military benefits to the U.S. by having 
orchestrated this event, possibly from the very moment the satellite was designed. 
 

The United States Government has yet to define its relationship with the DAAC 
apart from what is rather well described in Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating 

non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention. 
 
You will recall that the US satellite was launched in December 2006 when both the 

Secretary of the US Treasury and Chairman of the Federal Reserve flew over to 
China to encourage the Chinese not to be too hasty in revaluing their currency and 

in the very next instant pricing the United States out of the oil market; not to 
mention what it would do to American service people located on some 130 



extraordinarily polluting military bases around the world, being paid in US Dollar 
and not able to afford much more than a pot to pee in? 

 
Have you run by anyone you have met on the internet dating websites such as 

Mindy and Kat whether they would buy these t-shirts and how many? 
 
Again, how much time did you spend this weekend while it is not only America’s 

poor who are being fleeced like at no time in history, working on the t-shirts and 
how much on the “explanation” that at one point was so important?  

 
Let me leave you with first the thought of you not knowing a Mossad agent if you 
saw one as you now read the tail end of SPIelberg’s 5 minute introduction to 

MUNIch: 
 

On the contrary what this movie is showing is that a response that may be the right 

response is still one that confronts you with some very difficult issues, and when we have to 

respond to terror today, what is relevant is the need to go through a careful process, not to 

paralyze ourselves, not to prevent us from acting but to try and ensure that the results that 

we produce are the ones that we really intend.  

 

I mean it is the unintended [mumbling] results that are probably some of the worst and that 

will ultimately bedevil us. 

 

What you see in this movie is not an attempt to answer, “Should there should be targeted 

killings or not?”. 

 

What I am doing with this movie is highlighting some of the dilemmas and highlighting 

some of the issues that need to be discussed. I am not trying to answer them. But the movie 

in a sense, apart from being a human drama which explores what these guys went through, 

will hopefully stir that discussion. 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dstandard-spi.htm 

 

Second, what do you think an Israeli Special Forces trained Mossad “hit squad” 

would think if they thought all they were doing was for “love of money”? 
 

I don’t know exactly what was going through Nero’s mind when Rome burned but I 
can imagine what it means to a Commander In Chief when you cannot feed your 
American soldiers who are only fighting to prop up the anything but Almighty US 

Dollar. 
 

You will recall that during the summer 2006 Hezbollah-Israeli war, Israel 
encountered logistical problems in supplying its green as well as out-of-shape 
soldiers with water but you never heard of Israel which produces no oil ever 

running out of oil. 
 

Two years would have passed by the time Beijing Olympic Games begin, and during 
this time period Israel has got to see “up close” the US military falling apart at the 
seams beginning with that extraordinary display of incompetence by a US captain 



when his not exactly inexpensive top-of-the-line Aegis battleship was buzzed by 5 
very threatening Iranian speed boats. 

 
Focus on where exactly is all that gold stolen from South Africa going back to the 

turn of the last century and when you introduce the two words, “DIAMOND 
CURRENCY” the conversation stops. 
 

What is your goal in the next 24 hours apart from thinking about what exactly is 
this United Nations organization doing apart from also promoting De Beers as the 

best alternative we have in the allocation of the world’s precious resources including 
slave wage earners? 
 

Explain to me why you think your t-shirt idea will help improve your mother’s 
dating prospects since you can’t get a single woman you have met on internet 

dating websites to focus on how it is possible for one American family to own from 
the turn of the last century such an extraordinarily large stake in the mineral riches 
of South Africa that for most of the last century was governed by the most racist 

regime in modern day times without of course the backing of the United States 
military-industrial-complex. 

  
I am proving with each tick of the clock that no one has come close to describing a 

corruption like that of the Diamond Invention. The Revolution in South Africa: An 
Analysis which I have mentioned time and again is not difficult to understand but it 
is simply not very interesting especially when you are experiencing chronic pain 

which is what most people who are out of shape or who have experienced an 
accident have to deal with 24/7 and yet they all for the most part still have this 

yearning to go on living what is going to be increasingly one most extraordinary hell 
as the truth gets spread at Light-G-d-speed to all 4 corners of the earth of what the 
United States Government has done in pulling off the greatest con of all time, 

beginning with Hollywood-Madison Avenue showing the rest of the world suffering 
horribly under our piracy pictures of BIG HOUSE, GREEN LAWNS, LONG 

DRIVEWAYS, BIG CAR and most of all how well clothed as well as armed are 
American service people. 
 

War is not simply bloody, it is intended to be very painful, all because a small group 
of greedy bankers who didn’t want to have to work for a living felt they knew what 

was best for the rest who they convinced would only be happy if they had a strong 
leader to ultimately blame when things went wrong. 
 

“Fun and games. Just fun and Games… De Beer” – 1 hour 41 minutes and 2 
seconds into Oliver Stone’s JFK.  

 
Sleep time. 
 

GsG 
   

[Word count 2592] 
 



__________________________________________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008 7:47 PM 

To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 

Subject: RE: Check out my CustomInk design "just3ants" 

 
Have you seen the movie Lord of War? It is a mainstream movie about gun trafficking and they just 
showed a scene with Nicholas Cage selling guns for Diamonds Currency. 
 
Btw, the only reason that I designed the shirts was because I have emailed all the local state and 
community college art departments and not had a single response, I will pursue more aggressively, but in 
the interim I wanted to start wearing the shirts and giving them to people. 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@.net]  

Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008 7:23 PM 
To: adam@just3ants.com 

Cc: Devin Standard; JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Gary "A Jewish 9 is a 4 with money" Legator; Jay McMichael 
- CNN photojournalist 

Subject: RE: Check out my CustomInk design "just3ants" 
 
Downloading pirated movies is illegal. 

 

Marie agrees, Our rEVOLUTION is good if not great but what about Einstein’s image? 

 

What about each person sticking out their tongue? 

______________________________________________________ 

From: adam@just3ants.com [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008 6:04 PM 

To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 

Cc: adam@just3ants.com 
Subject: Check out my CustomInk design "just3ants" 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-playgame.pdf 

 

 


